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RAISING THE WAGE
It used to be that working a full-time job meant you 
could support yourself and your family – but for too many 
Oregonians, that’s not true anymore. An Oregon worker 
earning minimum wage takes home less than $20,000 a year. 
No matter where you live, that’s not nearly enough to afford 
housing, food, gas and other necessities for a family, let alone 
pay for childcare or save for the future. Oregon’s current 
minimum wage is just not enough to live on. Raising the wage 
will give more Oregonians a chance to be self-sufficient and to 
better provide for themselves and their children.

STOPPING WAGE THEFT 
Oregon families are working harder than ever to make ends 
meet, but even when they put in an honest day’s work, 
they’re not always paid so honestly. Wage theft covers a variety 
of illegal employment practices that deny workers the wages 
they’ve earned. Examples of wage theft include employers paying 
less than the minimum wage, refusing to pay overtime, forcing 
employees to work “off the clock” or “under the table”, issuing 
paychecks that bounce, stealing tips, denying legally-required 
breaks, or flat out not paying workers at all. Oregon law doesn’t 
always protect workers who experience wage theft, who are often 
immigrants, women, people of color and low-wage workers. While  
most employers in our communities do right by their workers, too 
many do not. It’s time to enforce our current wage laws end workplace 
abuses that leave too many workers and their families shortchanged. 

ENDING PROFILING
Every day, people are targeted by law enforcement based 
on their race, ethnicity, religion, national origin, language, 
housing status, sexual orientation or gender identity. While 
Fair Shot for All pushed Oregon legislators to ban police profiling 
in 2015, there is still no structure in place to effectively identify, 
record, and correct any profiling practices by Oregon law 
enforcement agencies. People in low-income neighborhoods and 
communities of color are targeted the most, leading to higher 
arrest and conviction rates. Many are already struggling financially 
and risk harsher penalties and extra fees when they can’t afford 
to pay the fines that often result from unfair profiling—putting 
their jobs on the line and their families at risk. By introducing 
independent oversight and holding law enforcement agencies 
accountable, Oregon will start to change the culture of policing, 
making neighborhoods safer and communities stronger. 

ABOUT FAIR SHOT FOR ALL
Fair Shot for All is a broad coalition of community, healthcare 
service, and labor groups that collectively stand for the dreams, 
beliefs, and needs of hundreds of thousands of Oregonians. The 
coalition members have joined together to push for real policy 
solutions that address economic inequality and create a better 
future for all Oregonians. 

Following a string of victories for working families during the 2015  
legislative session, Fair Shot for All remains focused on building an economy 
that generates rising incomes and creates opportunity for every Oregonian.  
 
While we’ve made significant progress, the reality is that many Oregonians 
continue to struggle in the face of long-standing inequities and we still face a 
growing gap between the wealthy and working families.  
 
Fair Shot for All is calling upon our elected officials to take action in 2016 and 
support common sense solutions that improve the lives of Oregonians. By coming 
together, we can stand up to discrimination, honor the value of hard work and 
build stronger communities. 


